MMR ENERGY COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES

Date: 25 Oct 2011
Time: 2-3:00 pm
Location: Bldg 322, East Inner Road

Agenda:

October Energy Awareness Month – Pentagon Event at Wind Turbines

MMR Energy Booklet – Rose Forbes

MMR Energy Committee Logo – Rose Forbes

Update on MMR projects:
  USCG - Elizabeth KirkPatrick
  ANG projects - Bob Blair/John Silva, Col Mullen (Landfill PV)
  MAARNG –CFMO - Jim Oliveto
  MAARNG - E&RC - Paul Nixon
  PAVE PAWS - Steve Mellin
  AFCEE - Rose Forbes
  VA - Greg Boehm
  USDA - David Mills
  Mass Development - Carter Hunt
  Sr Env Corps – To be filled

Attendees: See attached distribution list

1. October Energy Awareness Month. Doug Karson and Rose Forbes briefed the Committee on the upcoming Ribbon Cutting Ceremony for AFCEE’s new wind turbine project. The Pentagon requested the project be highlighted as part of Energy Awareness Month.

2. MMR Energy Booklet - Rose Forbes distributed copies of the Energy Booklet and thanked all the agencies for their contributions to the publication.

3. MMR Energy Committee Logo – Rose presented the final Energy Committee logo which made its debut in the Energy Committee Booklet.

4. Update on MMR projects: Due to the limited attendance, this agenda item was not addressed.

5. Next Energy Committee meeting schedule is to be determined. Agenda ideas include a discussion on gas leaks on the MMR.

6. Please contact Rose Forbes at 508-968-4670 x 5613 (rose.forbes@us.af.mil) if you have any questions, comments, or suggestions about these minutes, ideas for the next meeting’s agenda, or the MMR Energy Committee.

Attachment:
Distribution/Attendee Lists from 25 Oct 2011 Meeting